2-Way Crime Tip Texting

Rave Eyewitness lets the public be law enforcement’s eyes and ears.

TEXT 67283 TO HELP BABY JANE DOE

I see a girl in a car that matches police description on rt. 95 south near exit 22.

Solve Crimes Faster
With Crowd Sourced Police Support

- **Confidential and Anonymous** – empowers users to help keep your community safe without feeling nervous about working with authorities.

- **Increases Community Safety** – instantly links concerned citizens to law enforcement.

- **Tested Infrastructure** – Rave Eyewitness ensures anonymity and guarantees performance. It also logs tip contents anonymously for future investigations.

- **Discreet and Safe** – tipsters can communicate with public safety without others knowing – protecting against retribution.

- **Activates Quickly** – no hardware or software installation means you can start protecting your community as quickly as possible.

- **Trusted by Thousands of Organizations** – Rave Eyewitness is the most widely-used anonymous tip software in campus and public safety.
How Rave Eyewitness Works

A citizen sees suspicious activity and texts a tip to your Rave Eyewitness ID number. The tipster receives confirmation that the tip was sent/received.

A Public Safety officer is immediately notified via an audio alarm.

The officer can respond and create a dialog using text.

Powerful Reporting Improves Insight and Operability

Rave’s reporting console shows your community’s use and incident patterns over time, providing deeper insight into the public’s needs.

Get key usage metrics and graphs showing tip and event types over time, event audit trails, and more.

Rave Guardian Mobile App

Rave Eyewitness works seamlessly with the Rave Guardian Mobile App to provide one-button access to tip texting.

Rave Guardian also enhances individual safety on campus by providing users with real-time interactive tools, such as a Safety Timer, a Safety Profile, and a one-button panic call directly to Campus Safety.

About Rave Mobile Safety

Rave Mobile Safety creates innovative data and communication software that organizations trust to help them save lives.

Rave connects millions to those they trust to protect them, by providing safety officials with tools to prepare better, respond faster, and communicate more effectively before, during, and after emergencies.

“In following up that tip, officers went to (the referenced student’s) residence hall, made contact with him there (and) had a discussion with him, at which point he relinquished the weapon.”

LT. CHRIS DANIEL
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
(on how Rave Eyewitness notified Campus Police that a student had a gun in his dorm room)